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Prelude 
 

For many of us Entropians, this is ancient history; some of us were First Wave Colonists, and 
there during the early years before EU was on the Cry Engine.  Others, like myself, would come 
later and find a massive, complex world with a life of its own.  Whether you are new to the 
platform, an old hand, or picked up this primer to find out what it is, I have laboured to provide a 
definitive guide to living as an Entropian, whenever your analog life allows it. 
 
There are parts that are more generously filled out than others; this is because, like you, I am 
able to write best on my experiences, or based on the experiences of those who have shared 
them with the world.  Despite the gaps in my knowledge, I have tried my best to offer an honest, 
if optimistic, overview of life in the Entropia Universe, and both the benefits and pitfalls that can 
befall a colonist (player) that steps into this huge, complex, and player-driven world. 

 
If you’ve picked up this book because you saw 
me on YouTube, I thank you for both your 
patronage in your purchase, and for spending 
some of your time watching my work.  I strive to 
provide you with engaging content each week, 
and will continue to do so for the foreseeable 
future.  If you picked this book up because it 
was an inexpensive Kindle read, and did not 
know what to expect, please take some time to 
review those videos that are marked for 

Entropia Universe for context, when you need it.  There are also other creators, some newer, 
some older, than I that have produced a wealth of content for you to watch as well.  I would 
encourage you to do so. 
 
No matter the reason for picking up this book, thank you from the bottom of my heart for doing 
so, and I hope to see you on the Entropia Platform. 
 
 
  



The Entropia Platform 
 
On 30 January, 2003, MindArk, a previously unheard of developer released their new 
MMORPG, Project Entropia.  In the spirit of the MMOs launched before it, such as Ultima 
Online, it promised a sprawling world, new opportunities, activities and ways of interacting with 
players from around the world.  Additionally it was totally sandbox--there were no quests, no 
storyline.  It was 100% player generated content, with limits to the players being only what the 
technological capabilities and the players’ imaginations could come up with.  It also had a 
revolutionary economic model, involving a real money economy, a digital currency pegged to 
the US dollar, and a micro-transactional method of purchasing in-game items.  For those 
reading and wondering why this is groundbreaking, keep in mind: in 2003 this was still a 
brand-new business model.  MMOs were hardly explored territory (Second Life would release 
later that year; World of Warcraft would release the following year), and the entire concept of 
microtransactions was still considered a high-risk business model.  On top of that, a real-money 
economy had never been tried before.  This provided all of the digital items within Project 
Entropia a real world value, for the first time in history.  In addition, MindArk guaranteed refunds 
to the players of the total real world value of their items, with some limitations (you only get back 
the TT value of the item, not the market value), if the company should fold or the game be shut 
down. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
It also had a revolutionary economic mode, involving a real money 
economy, a digital currency pegged to the US Dollar... 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Obviously that had never been done before.  In the early 2000s, most game companies were 
reluctant to give refunds at all due to the prevalence of software piracy.  If a company sold a 
disc, and the disc came back opened and was returned for cash, the likelihood that the disc had 
been copied was almost 100%.  This revolutionary model of business, involving downloads, 
open world play, and player generated action, was almost too far ahead of its time. 
 
This would spark the beginning of an ongoing journey, which as of this writing is 16 years in the 
making.  Later being renamed Entropia Universe, it now holds several Guinness World Records 
for highest priced digital asset sold.  It was the pioneer for the creation of digital real estate, a 
creative method for both financing the game, and selling memory space in a digital environment. 
Players can and do make their entire living off of the game, while others spend their disposable 
income to entertain themselves, hunting, mining, crafting.  You can spend as much as you dare, 
or engage in the long grind and build your avatar up for free by sweating mobs and then selling 
the sweat to other players for roughly 12 cents (US) per thousand bottles.  This game has 
become an obsession for many players, including myself, and hours upon hours, and hundreds 
of millions of dollars pass through the game each year. 
 



It’s not obvious why EU is such an addictive game to play.  By all rights, it should be a game 
that sends up warning flags, and indeed, for many potential players it does.  The real money 
aspects of the game are concerning to traditional MMO players and non-mobile gamers that shy 
away from anything resembling a pay-to-win model, something that is antithetical to most 
traditional PC and Console gamers.  There are also concerns that MindArk might be scamming 
players by offering the possibility of earning money in a game but then not giving as much loot 
as PED put into killing a mob.  While I could go into depth about Lootius, the Patron God of 
Loot, and the mathematical algorithm that forms my Loot Theory™, that would take up a book 
on its own, and I’d much rather direct you to the videos made by me and several other EU 
YouTubers.  We all have our own theories and update them regularly. 
 
That said, EU offers plenty of opportunities to build and grow not only your avatar, but your skills 
as a person In Real Life.  You can also leverage the time and energy you put into the game for 
the long term as a form of business.  While most players fail to utilize the platform to make 
money, or make the attempt and come out even, there are various strategies you can use to 
increase your income utilizing the platform.  The best part is, EU is deliberately designed to 
trigger those most primal aspects of the human condition (barring reproduction), and thus 
provides a sort of endorphin rush for playing.  Humans started their existence, back 3.4 million 
years ago, as hunter-gatherers.  There is a sort of ingrained imperative to hunt animals and 
gather supplies and food for the good of your tribe (guild or society).  MindArk keyed in on this 
trait, by creating the Big Three meta-Professions of Hunting, Mining, and Crafting. 
 

 
Hunting keys in on the human need to hunt other animals for resources, which in the past were 
meat, fur, oil, bones and fat, but now are a variety of digital drops that we use for crafting. 
Mining keys in on the resource gathering tendencies of humans, to go out and systematically 



gather what we need to succeed, no matter how monotonous it gets or how many iterations it 
takes.  That might be why some people get a strange and inexplicable thrill from watching a 
progress bar fill.  Thus the hunters get their challenges, the miners come across their large 
finds, and crafters create the tools everyone needs to complete their jobs. 
 
So now that we’ve broken down the aspects that cause us to play the game obsessively, how 
can we turn our obsession into an asset?  See, most people, even the mega-successful that can 
see value in almost anything, generally view video games as a waste of time.  At best, it’s a 
distraction, in most of their minds.  However, the virtual world is still in its infancy; we don’t know 
the capabilities of the world, nor do we have any idea of its limitations.  Therefore it is our 
responsibility as the pioneers of this unique space to show the world its potential by being the 
most successful players we can be; Entropia Universe, which arguably came before its time but 
has withstood time’s tests, is the best positioned to provide us the opportunity to show the “real” 
world what we digital pioneers can create out of our digital one. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The virtual world is still in its infancy… 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The best way we can do that is to prove that the model of running a virtual business in the 
game, much in the spirit of EVE Online, is in fact a viable means of making a living.  Now 
obviously only a small percentage of players is going to be able to run a full-scale business in 
the game, after all the way people interact with each other in such a game, governed only by 
their own personal morals and not by any instrument of law, makes embarking on joint ventures 
risky.  However, the benefits to a successful venture, where players trusted each other and kept 
their moral standards is what created BIG Industries, the largest and most successful 
player-owned corporation on Calypso.  While I’m sure these are not the only stories out there, it 
does serve as proof of concept that if players know each other IRL, or at least trust each other, 
they can build massive, successful ventures that can support their lifestyle, all within the 
confines of a single game. 
 
So what are the ways you can use EU to enrich your life both monetarily and from a lifestyle 
perspective?  In one of the few times that a cliche would be appropriate, the ways are endless, 
but I wanted to explore some of the ways that it could become possible, if someone with enough 
drive, smarts, and willing to take the risk involved decided to buckle down and take the plunge. 
Now I need to say this: I am in no way guaranteeing that anything you try will work.  50% of all 
business ventures fail in the first five years they are running, and the virtual space is completely 
unexplored.  It’s basically the Wild West in there, and there is no telling what obstacles, dead 
ends, or risks could be involved in creating a venture in the space.  Plus, as MindArk runs the 
servers, and is subject to the Kingdom of Sweden’s laws, something could change and the 
whole thing could come crashing down at any time.  But if you think that our new world is worth 
exploring for possibilities, read on. 



 
But Wait, isn’t EU a Scam? 

 
Okay, so for those that picked this up wanting to know more about the (in?)famous game, and 
how we players justify our continued existence, the question always arises on whether or not 
Entropia Universe is a scam.  To be fair, it is a valid question for any game that uses an 
unorthodox business model, and EU’s model is nothing if not unorthodox, especially in light of 
the normal free-to-play, freemium, and subscription based models that dominate the videogame 
industry. 
 
Although I answered this question succinctly on my YouTube Channel, let me answer the 
question directly: no, EU is not a scam.  In fact, it categorically isn’t a scam.  To be a scam, the 
developer would have to purport the game to be something it isn’t.  Although MindArk’s 
marketing tends to overstress the Real Cash Economy aspects of the platform, and indeed in a 
lot of ways, the RCE is the draw of EU, nowhere does MindArk guarantee you any profit.  They 
say you can make money, and that is factual; in fact, the majority of this booklet is centered on 
exploring the ways you can attempt to carve out your own niche in the game and come away 
with PED; however, MindArk does not say that you will make money in EU (and nor do I).  The 
idea that a games developer would just hand out cash for nothing is absurd, especially since 
they aren’t running boatloads of Google Adsense ads. 
 
Can you make money in the game?  Of course you can, with intelligence, patience, and a good 
sense of market movements.  Sales skills don’t hurt either.  EU is a sandbox platform, and that 
means there are all kinds of goods and services you could provide to make a profit.  On top of 
that, there is a completely untapped analog market for goods based and centered on the 
platform.  
 
That said, let’s talk about the basic ways to play EU and how that can be profitable, then we’ll 
move into the more niche elements of the game. 
 

 
Entropia Universe is an Economic Non-Simulation 

 
One of the biggest mistakes that players make when they first play EU is that they go into the 
game with the wrong set of assumptions.  The first incorrect assumption is that Entropia is a 
game.  Yes, I know I just contradicted myself; while by definition this is, in fact, technically 
correct, at least insofar as society has defined games, it is actually much more than that. 
Entropia Universe is a platform, and that means that you can do more in EU than simply kill 
mobs for loot.  MindArk was far ahead of their time when they developed EU, and they provided 
a high-quality, ever evolving sandbox for their participants to play, work, and live in. 
 
 



____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
One of the biggest mistakes players make when they first play EU is that 
they go into the game with the wrong set of assumptions. 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
As part of MindArk’s calculation for their annual report, they include the amount of player debt 
they have--this is money in the Entropia Platform that can be paid out to players in the event of 
a total shutdown, and it represents the total TT (Trade Terminal) value of all cash and assets in 
the game.  The published value in June of 2018 (approximately one year prior to this writing) 
was 105.4 Million PED.  That’s $10.5 Million.  This means that the Entropia Universe economy 
is conservatively the same.  That is increased by the amount of PED that is cycled every day in 
the game, as players hunt mobs, mine, craft, buy and sell to each other, tax revenue from 
owned land areas, deed income, and the new Crystal Palace Shares. 
 
All this means that there is a developed, growing, and dynamic real economy that has been built 
in the virtual space.  Where you have an economy, you also have entrepreneurs.  These 
Entropreneurs, to coin a word, have made the platform as much a business as a game.  Some 
do business just to fund their gameplay; others do it to make a living.  Still more, and the vast 
majority at that, treat it like a game they spend a couple hours a week or even a day in, to 
entertain themselves at the end of a rough day at their 9-5. 
 
Looking back, if I had been aware of EU when I was in college, that time span between 2005 
and 2008 as the real-world economy fell apart around our ears, I would have loved to talk to my 
economics professor about this game and done a case study on its system.  Although the 
economy of the platform, for that matter the platform itself, wasn’t nearly as developed then as it 
is now, it would have been interesting to see the development of an economy that has no 
regulatory restrictions on it. 
 

The Purpose of this Primer 
 

When I decided to write this booklet, I had only an inkling of an idea of what it would look like or 
be about; I knew I wanted to explore the potential of the platform on a level I had never seen 
before.  I wanted to do something unique to do so as well--as of this writing, it is the only book 
published about the platform.  That means an entire medium of opportunity has been left 
completely untapped!  That’s when it hit me--as a YouTuber, I make content, including tutorials 
on how to do things in game; but I’ve never done one on how to make Money in EU.  In fact, I 
deliberately avoided it, because I can’t do so consistently.  Then I realized that it was 
unnecessary to do so; I’m better with the written word, I have more experience with it, so why 
not write a book about it? 
 



Making money in Entropia Universe isn’t hard; it’s just time consuming.  Anyone can log into the 
platform, pick up their MindArk-provided VSE-1 and sweat mobs for cash.  It takes a long time, it 
yields low results, but it is guaranteed to make money, even if you’re selling it to the TT for 1 
PEC per thousand bottles (average market as of this writing is 1.2 PED per thousand).  You do 
that long enough, and you can always play for free; in fact, some players have and do.  If you 
can stand the grind for the long hours it takes, then by all means go for it; there will always be a 
need for vibrant sweat in Entropia, and I’ll be covering this and a couple other things in the next 
section. 
 
For the rest of us, we deposit into the game to progress more quickly; buying universal ammo 
and going hunting or mining to complete Codex Missions, or to farm materials to sell at auction 
for markup.  There is no “right” way to do it; if you crunch the numbers and your PED-flow is in 
the black at the end of the day, that’s the most important thing. 
 
So let’s jump in, and start with the two grindiest ways to play EU first.  Then we’ll get into the 
meat of it! 
 

Time is Money 
 

When you enter the platform with a determination to not put money into the game, you have 
made a decision to trade time.  There may be any number of reasons to play this way; you’re 
broke, you don’t like risk, you want to challenge yourself to the highest possible level.  All of the 
reasons you’d decide to do the hard grind instead of deposit are generally valid, and as long as 
you know what you’re getting yourself into, I applaud you for doing so.  EU has only two ways to 
play for free, which makes sense considering it allows the game to be accessible to players with 
limited financial resources but makes it less desirable for those who can afford to deposit.  It 
also means while the game isn’t strictly “pay to win”, it encourages depositing without outright 
requiring it to get ahead.  That said, for the strict non-depo player, patience is a requirement, 
and a lot of it at that. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
For the strict non-depo player, patience is a requirement, and a lot of it at 
that. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The most common methods that people trade time for the possibility of playing EU for free is 
collecting vibrant sweat.  This consists of using the MindArk provided VSE-1 Extractor to extract 
vibrant sweat from mobs in the world.  This is done using several strategies, which I have 
broken down on my YouTube Channel, but will do so again here for clarity: 
 
 
 



1) Sweat Circles 
 
Sweat Circles are usually formed organically at places known by players for their formation.  Not 
created by any rule from MindArk, players will collaborate to collect sweat off of larger mobs that 
no individual could successfully do so alone; with so many extractors pulling aggro from the 
mob, any one player is unlikely to take more than two or three hits before the mob is pulled off 
by another player.  In this way, each player gets a share of the sweat, a share of the skills, and 
a share of the deaths, as the case may be.  Thankfully, death in EU is a mere inconvenience, 
and if you aren’t wearing armour, you don’t even suffer decay.  Although most players tend to 
sweat mobs in their skivvies, clothes only take decay when you change out of them, so feel free 
to wear either the jumpsuits that MA provides you, or any clothes you buy off the auction house. 
 
The biggest benefit to sweating in a circle is the speed of sweat production is the highest; you’ll 
end up drawing more sweat per hour doing it this way than using any other method, and 
ultimately the cost to you will be free.  Once a mob is dry, whichever player is holding aggro 
then leads the mob to a gun turret, which shoots the mob and you find another to sweat; rinse, 
repeat.  The other upside to this is that the conversation in the sweat circles is some of the most 
engaging; as there isn’t much else to do, the circle serves as an open chatroom for the players 
participating.  This builds your reputation in the EU community as you meet more players and 
engage with them in-game. 
 
The downside to sweat circles is that the raw skill grind is the slowest using this method.  While 
your successes getting sweat are much higher per hour, you don’t get hit as often which grinds 
the all-important Evade skill; you also don’t know what portion of the mob’s sweat you will end 
up with.  This is counteracted, point for point, using the second sweating method. 
 
2) Solo Sweating 
 
This is the second method of pure sweating and comes with the majority of the same benefits of 
circle-sweating.  You go to a place where you can find low-level mobs to sweat, sweat them 
until they run dry, then turret them, or drown them, depending on the area you’re doing the 
sweating.  This comes with a number of benefits: you will gain your evade skills much faster, 
you don’t have to share the sweat from the mob, and you can keep making attempts on the mob 
until either the mob runs dry or you die.  The other benefit to this is that if you want to be 
anti-social, which many of us are, and not be accused of being AFK, this is the best way to 
ignore other players.  While this may be counter-intuitive, all of us have occasion to want to 
work on our avatars while being otherwise left alone.  After all, that’s why there’s a “do not 
disturb” option on our friends list. 
 
The disadvantages to this methodology is most evident in speed.  You have to sweat mobs that 
are significantly lower level than you are to be able to avoid taking too much damage, or be 
prepared to die a lot while you grind your evade skills high enough to avoid the attacks long 
enough to get a meaningful amount of sweat.  As someone that started this way, when I was 



trying to go Free to Play (I eventually would give in and depo, especially once I started my 
channel), the benefits of the extra skills you gain sweating this way cannot be ignored; but it is 
the definition of the “long grind”, and you will do a lot of running back and forth.  It is by far the 
slowest method of sweating you can choose. 
 
3) Swunting 
 
Swunting, or “sweat-hunting” to the uninitiated, is the hybrid method of solo-sweating the mob 
until it’s dry, then shooting it to get the loot.  This comes with the benefits of both sweating and 
hunting, but some drawbacks as well.  If you wear armour while doing this, your decay alone will 
make it a zero-sum game, especially early on.  That does not mean it’s not worth it; on the 
contrary, the skills you’ll gain overall will make this one of the most efficient methods of gaining 
skills early on.  You gain the mindforce skills from sweating, along with the saleable sweat; then 
you gain the rifle skills (or knife/sword skills, if you’re so inclined) and the loot from killing the 
mob.  The loot, of course, can be sold for mark up, just like normal hunting. 
 
The downside to this is that in all likelihood, you’ll have to switch between swunting and one of 
the other methods of sweating in order to keep your actual cash outlay at zero.  This can make 
the game a bit tedious or frustrating, but if you’re going to swunt, then I would offset the time 
spent alone swunting with circle sweating; this allows you to minimize your time gathering sweat 
without hunting, and gives you time interacting with other players.  Of the three methods of 
sweating, this is the most skill-build efficient, even though it’s not as cost-effective.  As in real 
life, everything is a trade off, right? 
 
4) Fruit Walking, the other Free to Play.  
 
There is one other free-to-play methodology, and it has become less of an issue now that 
MIndArk has adjusted how you can do it.  I speak of course, of fruit-walking; although 
fruit-running may be a more apt name now.  With one of the most recent version updates, you 
can more easily see fruit growing on the ground, no matter what speed you’re moving at.  This 
has made the practice less lucrative from a fruit-per-PED standpoint, but it has made the 
practice far less odious.  Although I doubt a non-EU player would pick up this primer, for those 
who are reading it to familiarize themselves with the game prior to trying it, fruit walking is the 
practice of walking around the planet looking for things on the ground to pick up. 
 
That’s it, that’s the whole deal. 
 
Fruit Walking actually consists of more than just finding fruit.  You can also find stones needed 
in certain forms of crafting, and you can find dung, which while gross sounding is used to 
fertilize owned land areas with mobs.  This means that the resources gathered from the practice 
are in demand, and can generate significant PED for the player patient enough to stockpile 
while they do other activities, or dedicate their time to looking for these things specifically. 
Where you can find any specific resource is still a question; I have yet to find a guide to where 



you would go looking for any particular fruit or dung, but perhaps that’s the book you will write. 
In the meantime, I personally pick up such items if I run across them hunting, which is one of the 
big three professions, which we will explore next.  



The Big Three 
 

The Big Three Professions of Mining, Hunting, and Crafting, are the most often embarked upon 
methods that players engage in to develop their avatars.  Each one comes with a set of benefits 
and drawbacks, and you need to plan on how you are going to develop your avatar if you are 
planning on doing any of these for a profit.  In addition, each one has its own ramp-up, the time 
it takes to get your avatar in a position to do each activity and come out with a profit.  To make 
things even harder, the Lootius algorithm is designed to return to you loot with a PED value 
smaller than what you put in.  Thus you have to rely on markup to make your money and get 
ahead of the PED decay. 
 
That sentence needs stressing. Hunting, and all activities in EU, are specifically designed to 
have a return slightly lower than the outright PED outlay; it is the use of markets and markup 
that make you a profit.  Now keep in mind that, barring repairs, you don’t actually lose the PED 
that you don’t get back in most cases.  Instead it’s translated into skills that build up your avatar, 
so you can go after bigger finds, mobs, or craft more complex items.  Those skills can later be 
sold, in the form of “chipping out”, something I will discuss later.  For the time being, it’s 
important that you understand that you generally don’t lose PED, it’s just transformed into 
another format.  There are exceptions to this, and deliberately hunting in an inefficient manner 
means you can and will bleed PED.  There are some weapons that are so inefficient that you 
can’t help but lose money over them, so be savvy and check your ratings before you hunt with 
them. 
 

Hunting 
 

Those of you familiar with my YouTube Channel (and those who aren’t, go to 
youtube.com/c/julienmcbain and subscribe!  We’re on the road to 13 million subscribers, one 
subscription at a time!) will know that Hunting is my bread and butter.  Of the B3 (Big Three) 
Professions, I find that it’s the most steady, and easily managed, with a minimal barrier to entry. 
You simply pick up a weapon of your chosen type, and go find a mob within your skill range to 
hunt.  Then get within range, and hit “F”.  Let the engine do it’s thing until either you or the mob 
dies.  Of course, there are ways to prevent you from dying, so keep an eye on your HP! 
 
It should be said that there is a bit of finesse when going hunting, and it’s important that you pay 
attention to what you’re hunting and how it affects the balance of your PED card as you hunt. 
Mob maturity and level play a factor based on your combat skills and looter skills/professions; if 
you aren’t hunting within your skill level, your returns on a hunt will be subpar.  In addition to the 
mob itself, hunting returns are based on two major factors: your efficiency and your looter 
professions.  High efficiency can help to reduce the cost of your hunts, which increases the total 
return you get when you do a hunt.  It’s easy to see your efficiency by doing a controlled cost 
hunt.  This is the type of hunt many Content Creators are well known for, by selecting a total 
amount of spend, then comparing the results to the cost.  In this way, you can determine 



whether or not it is profitable to hunt a mob.  THAT SAID, your controlled cost hunts must 
control for the somewhat random nature of mob drops.  Although the loot algorithm, when 
matched to the amount you spend should come out roughly equal, some variance occurs.  I 
would not trust any result on a hunt of less than 100 PED.  That bears repeating, a hunt of less 
than 100 PED produces unreliable results.  
 
The best method to make this work is to take your time.  More importantly, record your results, 
so you can return to the fertile hunting grounds when other hunting becomes too expensive.  In 
my experience, you will lose more PED hunting something that is too high level for your looter 
professions, than you will by hunting something within your looter level hyper efficiently.  This 
was a hard pill to swallow, especially for those that joined EU before Loot 2.0.  Having to hunt at 
a lower level to raise looter skills for profit I’m certain was a thorn in the sides of many an Uber. 
However, it does come with some benefits--you now can start to calculate where you should be 
hunting by comparing your looter skill to the mob you are hunting.  To be sure it’s not a 1:1 
comparison by level, but if you can determine the comparison by mob species, you will have 
more successful hunts. 
 
There are some definite best practices when dealing with hunting, and I would be remiss if I 
didn’t explore these at this time, or at least I wouldn’t be worth the knowledge I have gathered 
as a hunter in the game, so let’s take some time to explore those practices. 
 

Types of Hunting 
 
There are several methods with which to hunt, and each one has advantages and 
disadvantages; unlike the other B3 Professions, hunting has the most variability, specifically in 
methodology.  The number of variations to hunting are a specific as the player doing the hunt, 
however they break down into a group of easily mixed categories that we can discuss: eco vs. 
abundant; armour vs. unarmoured; ranged vs. melee. 
 
Eco v. Abundant 
 
Eco, short for “economical”, tends to be the goal for the majority of EU hunters.  Their goal is to 
spend as little money as possible looking for the most loot for PED spent.  In this way, they are 
able to maximize their profits, or at least minimize their losses, in any given hunt.  This is often 
accomplished by focusing on ranged hunting, and sometimes eschewing armour to minimize 
the damage to the player’s equipment while engaged with the mob.  This is easier when your 
weapon lets you kill the mob prior to it reaching you; if the mob doesn’t hit you, it doesn’t 
damage your armour.  If your evade or dodge skills are high enough, you can of course hunt 
without armour; this will be discussed later.  While there is no technical term for the players, 
including myself, that don’t necessarily aim for eco, I will use the term “abundance” hunting to 
be the opposite. 
 



Abundance hunting is the direct counterpoint to eco hunting, and it means that the player 
subscribes to the belief that your returns are based strictly on the PED you put in and the skills 
you have; while this dives a bit deep into Loot Theory™, this is the method I use with some 
success.  Abundance hunting is generally a requirement when melee hunting, as you can’t use 
most of the eco best practices when you have to toe it with the mob, but eco isn’t completely out 
of the question.  As for keeping in line with the success of abundance hunting, as I hunt, I watch 
my returns and see when a mob species seems to be providing good loot, then ride the loot 
train until it runs dry and move on.  While it’s not a perfect method, it’s stable as far as any 
method goes.  
 
Armoured v. Unarmoured 
 
This set of methodologies becomes easier to balance the longer you’re in the game.  As a new 
player, your access to armour tends to be limited to what is available in the web shop or the TT. 
The longer you play, the more likely you’ll have to invest in higher level armour such as Ghost or 
Vigilante, with varying degrees of PED outlay to acquire them.  While not strictly required, the 
longer you play the more likely you are to want the better armour. 
 
While uncommon the higher level you are, unless you’re doing a low-level hunt (a pass-time for 
those of us that may or may not drain their PED card before they can make their next deposit), 
unarmoured hunting is exactly what it sounds like--hunting without armour on, relying on either 
evade or dodge skills to avoid getting hit; when you run low on health, you either need to heal, 
or run to a safe area and wait for the natural regen to do its thing. 
 
There are marked benefits to this, such as lower cost of decay on armour (especially important 
when using Limited (L) armour), gaining evade or dodge skills, and as the mobs are generally 
lower level, limiting the cost of the hunt overall.  The biggest disadvantage to hunting without 
armour is that it naturally limits the size of the mobs you can go after; many mobs will mince a 
player, even a higher-level player, if they’re not wearing armour. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Many mobs will mince a player, even a higher-level player, if they’re not 
wearing armour. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Armoured hunting, by contrast, allows you to go after ever-increasing levels of mob, in 
exchange for an ever-increasing repair bill.  That isn’t the cynical statement it sounds like; high 
level hunting requires high level armour, and each hit to armour comes with a cost.  That said, 
the amount of PED in armour decay you suffer is added to the loot-pool for the mobs you’re 
hunting, meaning you should, in theory, be able to come close to breaking even.  If you get the 



odd global, which becomes more common the higher level the mob is, then that will offset the 
decay even more. 
 
Additional to adding armour comes the adding of plates.  Plates increase the armour’s ability to 
reduce damage in exchange for decay being done to the plate.  There are a number of plates, 
both in limited and unlimited forms, so take some time on the auction house to explore your 
options before purchasing.  It’s important to note, that like Amps when matched to firearms and 
swords, not all plates can be placed on all forms of armour.  It’s important that you investigate 
the types of plates that can be placed on the armour you own.  As a rule, never buy a plate that 
has more than 50% the ability in that damage category as the core armour (so if your armour 
has a Cold resistance of 10, don’t attempt to put a plate on it with cold resistance of more than 
5). 
 
Ranged v. Melee 
 
Here it is, the moment you’ve all been waiting for: my lecture on ranged vs. melee hunting. 
Those that watch my channel know that I’m a fairly dedicated melee hunter, to the point that my 
longblade skills are a full two weapon classes ahead of my rifle skills.  This means that I have a 
lot of advantages when hunting in melee when compared to when I hunt with a rifle, but it does 
not mean that I have a straight advantage over ranged players.  It also bears saying that I have 
not levelled my shortblade or pistol skills nearly as well as the aforementioned two; this has 
been to my detriment and is something I intend to correct in the upcoming future.  
 
Ranged hunting is the most common hunting method of any Entropian, and we all start out 
using this method; in fact, considering the freebies and weapon drops that you can get off early 
gameplay, it appears that MindArk supports ranged hunting far and above melee hunting. 
Low-level rifles such as Sollomate Rubios and Azuros are common drops off of puny and low 
maturity creatures and bots.  The same cannot be said of melee weapons; while I know some 
higher-level mobs carry such drops on them, it is not nearly as common in the early game. 
 
Ranged hunting requires more finesse than melee hunting, but not by a lot.  Generally, if you 
are a ranged hunter, you’ll take your rifle and target a mob that is a short distance out of range. 
Then you hit “F” to begin oscillating the weapon.  Your avatar will move to just inside range and 
start firing.  Once they begin firing, you move steadily backward (preferably not into another 
mob!) and continue firing until the mob makes contact with you or dies.  Once the mob makes 
contact with you stop moving!  The chances you back into the aggro of another mob gets higher 
the longer you retreat from the mob you’re attacking, as you never know what or when a mob 
will spawn behind you. 
 
The purpose of the steady retreat is simple; the longer it takes a mob to reach you, the less 
damage it can do to both you and your armour.  This is far less effective against ranged 
opponents, and you must tailor your fighting style to the mob you’re fighting.  That said, in 
general, the range of your weapons will frequently outrange those of the mob you’re attacking, 



therefore the retreat is still beneficial.  When attacking a ranged mob, you want that mob clear of 
its mates before you stop retreating, or looting it will become problematic. 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The longer it takes the mob to reach you, the less damage it can do to both 
you and your armour. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Melee hunting by contrast is far more straightforward.  Like in any game where you don’t have a 
rotation to worry about, the basic premise of melee hunting in EU is that you run up to the mob 
you wish to engage with, and wail on it until it or you drops.  The downside to this method of 
hunting is obvious; if you are hunting with armour, it will naturally take more decay in any hunt 
as it is getting hit more; conversely, if unarmoured, you will have to spend more time healing. 
 
Although I’ve beaten this dead horse ad nauseum on my channel, I’ll reiterate why I prefer 
melee hunting here: first, as an actual swordsman (I do historical fencing), I prefer to engage my 
enemies up close.  Second, the benefits to melee hunting in the form of increased HP, higher 
evade, higher strength (and as a consequence, higher carrying capacity).  The disadvantage is 
the clearly higher PED outlay as a consequence of taking more hits.  Additionally, many 
low-level melee weapons do not use ammo, and thus have much higher decay rates than a rifle 
of the same level; couple this with the fee you pay for depositing straight PED as opposed to 
buying universal ammo (and the skill-buff pills they throw in as a bonus), and melee has a 
premium attached to it in the early game.  So it balances out to a certain extent. 
 
Although hunting is the most popular profession within Entropia Universe, because let’s face it, 
what’s more fun than hunting mobs for loot, there are two other equally important professions 
that come with their own nuance and methods to make money.  Without the other two B3 
Professions, hunting would be a lot harder, so let’s start with those that gather the materials that 
become the weapons that hunters use. 
 

Mining 
 

Like hunting, mining requires careful attention to detail and an ability to spend time iterating 
attempts to locate where finds are going to pop up.  This one gets a little more complicated, 
however, as not all finders dig to the same depth, and some areas might have minerals at 
different depths.  Just because you can dig deeper, doesn’t mean you aren’t missing minerals at 
a shallow depth.  Much like hunting, taking the time to work an area, doing your best to not 
overlap where your probe drops are scanning too much, and tracking where you locate finds, 
are critical to efficient mining. 
 



One of the easiest things to forget when you start mining is that your skills may not be up to 
using one of the better finders; mining at a low level is slow, dropping single probes, or three 
probes at a time (depending on what you’re looking for).  It is crucial that you take the time to do 
this however; mining above your level is just as inefficient as hunting above your level, and the 
returns are going to be more blatantly off.  You drop a lot more PED in a probe drop, on 
average, than if you end up with a single mob higher than you should be hunting (as can 
happen when random higher-level spawns occur. 
 
There are three classes of resource you can mine, and each one has it’s place.  I’ll illustrate 
them below: 
 
Ores 
 
Ores are the metals that make up the world, and they are key to most crafting projects.  They 
are varied in value and appearance location, but crafters are always looking for them to 
continue making the guns and armour hunters buy off of them to hunt, and the higher level 
finders and amps you need to do higher-level mining.  It is one of the two primary mining types 
miners generally focus on, and the market for most ores is stable.  You may have to build up a 
supply before selling them (50 PED worth is usually adequate), much like mob loot, but with few 
exceptions, you should be able to find a buyer. 
 
En-Matters 
 
En-Matter is the second primary mining resource to look for, and it has the benefit of being used 
by more than just crafters.  The most common en-matter in circulation is going to sound very 
familiar: crude oil.  Oil is used to fuel all of the vehicles and ships in the game, and there is 
always a demand for it; that said, the supply in EU would rival the most lucrative oil fields on 
Earth, so the price of oil is relatively low.  Oil is also the only en-matter that you can find for free, 
if you know where to look (the PVP Oil Field on Calypso and the Oil Field on Arkadia are two 
examples), but they’re often populated by Ubers that you will have to fight to get it from...and 
they generally carry bigger guns. 
 
I have had some success mining and reselling en-matters, and in fact far more-so than ores. 
This does not mean that mining ores isn’t worthwhile; quite the contrary, most miners I’ve 
spoken to state that you want to keep the two skills as close to each other as possible.  Just be 
aware that some resources are going to be faster sellers than others. 
 
A good rule of thumb is that the faster the item moves, the lower the price it’ll have and the less 
profit you’ll make per unit.  This is basic economics, and EU is as subject to it as the real world 
is. 
 
Treasure 
 



Unique to the Arkadia planetary system (Arkadia, Arkadia Underground, and Arkadia Moon) are 
Treasures, and these form a special resource you can gather in those zones.  As treasure 
hunting was the primary theme for Arkadia when it was first released, it is natural that they’d 
have unique resources to find and trade.  This is the most expensive resource to look for, with 
each drop for treasure costing what looking for both ores and en-matters do combined. 
 
As of this writing, there is little information on what Treasures in the Arkadia system are going to 
be used for, and I have no way of knowing whether or not it would be worth your while to chase 
them.  That said, keep an eye on the market, and if you feel the skill will be important, grind it 
out for when treasures become more mainstream. 
 
The loot gathered from all the hunting and mining tend to flow largely in one direction, and that’s 
toward those that ironically make the former two possible, or at least make it easier. 
 

Crafting 
 

Unlike hunting and mining, both essentially gathering professions, crafting is a totally different 
beast.  Crafting requires a good read on the platform’s economy, and enough time and money 
to set up.  Unlike hunting and mining, crafting requires a lot of up-front cost to make money on 
the back end.  You can’t successfully craft the best selling items without grinding up the crafting 
skills to do so.  Now, there are a number of ways to do this, and I’m going to lay out several of 
them here, so you have a starting point. 
 
Unlike hunting and mining, crafting is a stationary profession and depending on what you’re 
making, you can even do it AFK.  Full disclosure: as of this writing, my crafting skills are too low 
to make mention of; I have yet to dedicate the PED necessary to make crafting worth the time I 
need to put into it.  I would love to take the time and money to do so, but as a content creator, I 
feel that having players sit and watch the progress circle spin as my avatar spits out explosive 
projectiles as I level up would be less than entertaining.  That said, there are records of players 
making their living off of crafting those items hunters and miners need to continue doing what 
they do. 
 
I want you to understand that this isn’t a typical result, but rather the result of years of effort on 
the part of certain players that were willing to put the time, effort, and money required  to make it 
possible.  So how do you get started crafting? 
 
First, you can cycle-craft Explosive Projectiles, which are a basic blueprint that scales as you 
level up (you can get blueprints of various levels).  As you skill up, you can put more PED into 
Nanocubes and craft more explosives in an iteration.  Now, this has a set of advantages; first 
off, it’s basically the only activity in EU where you can set it up on automatic and then AFK while 
it works.  This means you can set your Avatar up to do its thing and adult while you gain skills. 
In fact, I do this fairly frequently as I split wood for the winter, as it means I can accomplish two 
things at once.  This is also useful in other situations, since I work a full-time job, run a small 



business (think running a YouTube channel isn’t a job?  Think again), and am a single father.  I 
can set it up to work for me while I do the responsible thing, and once I’m at the point that I can 
set up a factory, I’m rolling out! 
 
Another method you can use, which costs less from what I can gather, is to offer repairs to other 
players for tips.  Vehicles invariably get damaged through normal use, either from hard landings, 
dune buggies going over sick jumps (or unexpected cliffs; yes, that happened), or being hit by 
mobs as players try and escape.  Thus you can grab an RK-5 and Welding Wire and offer your 
services.  This actually serves a dual purpose, since you may actually make PED while skilling 
up, rather than losing it! 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Vehicles invariably get damaged through normal use, either from hard 
landings, dune buggies going over sick jumps...or being hit by mobs. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The third method I’ll cover is a variation on the second one, and while you won’t necessarily 
make anything from it, it’ll be faster.  You can sign up to be a crewmember on a mothership or 
frigate (Starfinder or Pathfinder) to be a repair person.  This can also serve a dual purpose: you 
not only get the skills from repairing the ship, and fairly quickly as the ships move across space, 
but you also get the reputation with the crew of whatever ship you sign up with.  This means you 
have the ability to get across the Calypso System, even if you don’t have your own ship--you 
can always ride with the ship you’re part of the crew on! 
 
An important note on the third method: as of this writing, MindArk appears to have removed the 
practice areas near Calypso and Arkadia, so this method may no longer be valid, or the removal 
might be temporary.  It would be worth checking with the crew of the ship you look to sign on 
with and find out what your options might be. 
 
Once you’ve built your skills up, you can start spending money on mats to craft weapons, 
armour, clothing, ships, and other necessities for players to buy.  The markup on a lot of these 
items is relatively high, so you shouldn’t have too many problems making your money back over 
time, if you craft smart and watch the market closely.  In fact, there was a mother-son team that 
actually made a $35000 a year living off of the game! 
 

Beyond the B3 Professions 
 

So now that I’ve covered the B3, there are a number of ways you can set up shop in EU and 
make a profit.  Now keep in mind, much like the heretofore mentioned B3, this is no guarantee 
that you’ll succeed; instead, I’m simply trying to seed the ideas in your mind--whether or not you 
decide to use them, develop and grow them, and implement them successfully is up to you. 



Don’t let this limit your imagination either--the Entropia platform has limitless potential within its 
capabilities, and MindArk is continuing to improve upon it every month, so even if something 
isn’t doable today, doesn’t mean it won’t be tomorrow! 
 

Land Areas 
 

Land areas are perhaps the most “traditional” business you can operate in Entropia Universe, 
and in fact the game’s only major corporation, BIG Industries, does just that.  The veritable 
Cardone Enterprises of the Entropia Universe, they own and control a large percentage of the 
owned land areas in the Amethra Outback on Calypso, and land on Arkadia.  In this way, the 
four partners that make up BIG Industries can make their living by managing their digital assets 
in a video game. 
 
Having never owned or operated a Land Area, I can only take the information given to me on 
how much work goes into it by current and former owners of LAs, when it comes to generating 
income on a Land Area and maintaining it.  
 
Land areas are enormously expensive for an in-game asset; I have never seen one on auction 
for less than 120,000 PED ($12,000 USD), and thus the barrier for entry is rather high; 
additionally, there is the necessary expense of advertising, gathering DNA and pheromones to 
seed the LA with mobs, then setting a tax rate that balances attractiveness to players and 
income generation. 
 
When it comes to a business in a game, it is both the most accurate to a large-scale analog 
business, and perhaps the most difficult to operate without experience.  If you jump straight into 
this kind of an enterprise, be prepared for a serious challenge, with serious rewards.  I took the 
time to talk to some current and former LA owners, and the consensus is that you’ll make back 
what you put into the LA within three years if you work it right; that said, learning that isn’t an 
overnight process.  This is for the long haul! 
 
Operating a Land Area is work; it turns EU into an actual, daily job, and you have to be prepared 
for that when you purchase the Land Area if you intend to operate one for the use of players.  Of 
course, you could purchase the LA with the hopes that the prices overall go up, but an active 
Land Area with income is going to fare far better than one that has been left fallow for years. 
This means you are going to have to procure DNA, Dung, and other items necessary to 
populate your Land Area with mobs for the hunters to hunt.  Alternatively, you could operate a 
Miner’s LA, and ensure that there are limited or no mobs, but most people that go to LAs do so 
to hunt at the lower Tax Rates that LAs generally provide. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Operating a Land Area is work 
____________________________________________________________________________ 



 
Speaking of Tax rates, you’ll have to decide what would be appropriate for your Land Area.  You 
can zero it out (which earns you no money), or you can try and balance it against other Land 
Areas.  This is where research is critical--you have to be aware of what other Land Areas that 
have mobs of a similar difficulty are charging, and set your rates accordingly; then balance that 
on the cost of populating your land with mobs.  It’s starting to sound like a real business, isn’t it? 
 
There’s more.  Now that you have your Land Area rates set, mobs populated, and if it didn’t 
come with one, outpost set up (which can bear an additional cost directly to Mind Ark), and 
possibly a teleporter (to attract players and bring them back more easily by making your LA 
more accessible), you have to let people know you’re out there!  Now is when you dump PED 
into Advertising.  As in any business, obscurity is your biggest enemy, and the best way to let 
people know you’re there in EU is to advertise using one or all of the various methods MindArk 
has provided us to do so.  You have the ad terminals on various planets (and it would be worth 
running ads on all of them), you have the EU Launcher, which has ads that haven’t changed 
much over the years, so may be a great opportunity, and of course you can start your own 
website to advertise your Land Area. 
 
Now that you’ve set up, and advertised your Land Area, players can learn about you, but how 
do you attract players to actually go there?  It might be worth holding an event! 
 

Events 
 

Events are contests and parties that players plan, often selling tickets, with the aim of attracting 
other players to come to a particular area and participate.  The Event Management system that 
MA has kindly provided on the platform makes setting up an Event, and publicizing it, much 
easier.  It is most often used by Land Area owners to attract players to their Land Areas to hunt, 
with prizes including cash, deeds, or other in-game goods. 
 
The content of the event can vary based upon the purpose of the organizers, whether it’s to 
simply attract players to a particular Land Area, or to sell tickets and spur competition amongst 
other players.  There is an event that has been going as long as I have played, where you hunt 
in a particular land area, and the owners will give you an Arkadia Underground Deed (AUD) for 
the person that gets the Eighth Global (wherein the contest resets).  This means that the LA 
Owners are attracting players to hunt and pay them taxes, and the players have the chance at a 
free deed! 
 
There is a video on YouTube of an event where a player gave a large group of newbies Skildek 
Lanceheads, the lowest level rocket launcher, and a bunch of explosive projectiles, then had 
them hunt argonauts.  The result was spectacular hilarity and although I don’t know what the 
prize wound up being, it was fun for all involved, including the more experienced players that 
volunteered to provide healing support. 
 



See, events don’t have to be overly complicated or expensive to set up; they just have to be 
novel and accessible.  If you plan to hold an event for newcomers on an LA, make sure you 
have some method to provide transport, otherwise your event is going to be a flop as no one 
can get to it.  BIG Industries leads the way on this by not only holding their daily sweat circle 
event, but also providing free transport to the OLA to newbies that have no other means of 
getting there.  Because let’s face it, most of us didn’t know how to get places when we first 
started, and there’s a lot of high-level mobs in Amenthra. 
 
It also bears mentioning that you don’t have to be the land owner to hold an event on an LA. 
You could easily negotiate with the land owner, and even ask them to offer up the prize in 
exchange for the obvious benefit to them (taxes).  It’s doubtful that any LA owner is going to 
refuse to allow you to hold an event on their property, so take a moment to reach out and ask 
them; it could turn into a great mutual business relationship. 
 

Offer Underserved Niches 
 

There are a number of underserved niches in the game that you could take advantage of the 
gap; this could provide you with an opportunity to profit, in places that other players don’t bother 
due to the amount of time it takes, the practice needed, or a lack of interest.  Underserved 
niches don’t always pay well, but often don’t have the barriers to entry that something like 
owning a Land Area does.  They also can rely heavily on your reputation as a player, over that 
of your raw ability to grind, so if you have the skills of a traditional salesperson, you are more 
likely to succeed in these areas. 
 
Some underserved niches in EU are underserved for a reason--the lack of supply has created a 
lack of demand, or a lack of knowledge about the opportunity has prevented both supply and 
demand from growing.  Let’s explore some of these niches: 
 

Trader 
 

There was a time that this was far more common, prior to the creation of easy transportation 
across Calypso, back when Calypso was the only planet in EU.  That said, there are always 
people looking to buy and sell materials for crafting, and creative use of the auction house 
means you can take advantage of economies of scale.  In the current EU Economy, there are a 
few easy ways you could make money as a trader, which would help not only crafters that want 
materials, but new players that have a hard time offloading mats because they don’t acquire 
enough to sell to the Auction before running out of PED. 
 
There is a good opportunity for someone with patience to offer to buy those mats above Trade 
Terminal (TT) price but below the auction house market value.  Then, once you’ve purchased 
the mats off the players, you can sell them to crafters on the Auction house.  If you’re careful, 
you’ll be able to make a solid profit off of your trades, while still providing a useful and fair 
service to those you are providing the trades to. 



 
Alternatively, you can resell them to other players in higher amounts, and as you avoid auction 
fees, you can sell them for less than what the auction house advertises.  This requires a 
significant amount of patience, since for most of us this means carney-barking at Camp Icarus 
or other hubs for sales.  You could also spend the PED on a shop at one of Calypso’s many 
malls, but keep in mind this is a significant investment. 
 
It should be noted that there was a time when “trader” was a dirty word, or at least the 
perception of traders was not all that great; keep in mind, there was a time when there was no 
market value chart and a trader could move from one city to the next and demand whatever 
price they thought they could get for a good.  While this has a certain amount of merit to it, as 
the market value charts have a tendency to keep prices low and low prices make profit harder, it 
also meant that it was far easier to cheat a player, which isn’t good for anyone.  In the long run, 
it’s not even good for the person doing the cheating, since they eventually gain a reputation for 
doing so.  If you decide to go this route, and I would not discourage you from doing so, then just 
be aware that you will have to learn to deal with the experienced players that might not see you 
in the greatest light until you prove that you always buy and sell, at a fair price. 
 

Taxi Service 
 

The barrier of entry to run a taxi service in EU is very small, and with the elimination of 
atmospheric interface fees, and the extension of non-lootable space, is far more safe and 
lucrative than it used to be.  Keeping in mind that any trip through space is going to cost fuel, 
decay on your space thruster, and a bucket of time, the PED cost of any one space trip is tiny. 
 
Startup costs aren’t terrible either; you’ll need a Quad-Wing Interceptor or other space-capable 
vehicle, and a Space Thruster.  Now, I’d like to discourage you from trying to run a taxi service 
using a Sleipnir; they are so slow in space that any customer you may generate will likely wait 
for the next taxi rather than take you up on it.  Then you set up near one of the major ports of 
call on a planet, or advertise using the ad board or Taxi Chat, and wait for customers.  Players 
will also ask in Rookie Chat or Local Chat for someone travelling to a planet to taxi them, or if 
they can pay someone to bring them off-planet. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Build a reputation ferrying newbies for free… 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
This also works for on-planet trips, although Calypso is the most likely place to do this.  For 
“local” services, a Sleipnir is often sufficient (and far more fuel efficient).  You can also build a 
reputation by ferrying newbies from Camp Icarus to Boreas to participate in the sweat circles for 
free; a good reputation is the core of business!  Then when the newbies are ready to travel 
off-world, they can contact you and you’ve got a dedicated client! 



 
The fees you charge for the service are up to you, but make sure you make them fairly nominal; 
a player may pay you 5-10 PED for a taxi ride, but their own Quad Wing may only be 150 PED, 
and if you want to keep that client, you’ll know how to balance your pricing, the market, and 
value to your customer.  Then you can take that practice in analysis and apply it to your real job! 
 

Barber Shop/Face Sculptor 
 

This one is far more complex than a taxi service, and you’ll be able to charge a higher fee for it, 
once your skills are up.  The skill to sculpt the avatar of your customer is a slow grind, but in 18 
months of playing EU I have yet to find someone that actually does this service.  This creates 
both a problem and an opportunity: there isn’t much of a market for the skill because no one is 
doing it; but it also means that for all practical purposes, there’s no competition! 
 
I won’t pretend to know all the details on what it will take to grind the skills necessary to start a 
business like this; really, it doesn’t matter.  Grab the equipment from the auction house (or the 
blueprints for it), find someone to craft it if you can’t, and start practicing.  Grind the skill out! 
You might need to spend time doing it for dirt cheap--or free--to build your skills up, but once 
you do, you’re golden! 
 
Advertising a business like this would work similar to a taxi--you shout at Camp Icarus or Twin 
Peaks on Calypso or similar places on the other planets, run ads on the ad terminal, and keep 
regular hours so your customers know when they can find you. 
 

Become a Content Creator 
 

It might be an ironic suggestion coming from someone that is by definition a content creator in 
the EU space, but it is one of the most underserved niches, and there is plenty of opportunity for 
enterprising and creative people to start their own channels and provide to the community.  That 
said, this is a very niche market; it’s tough to gain ground when you do exclusively EU content, 
so you may have to diversify into other spaces (like Let’s Play content or multiple MMOs). 
 
If you want to start your own YouTube or Twitch Channel, and I can speak to this from personal 
experience in the YouTube space, it takes a lot of time and effort.  You have to be prepared for 
a lot of work, with no compensation other than your metrics, for years before you may be able to 
monitize it.  As of this writing, I have been YouTubing with EU as my primary market for more 
than a year, and I have only just crossed the threshold of 200 subscribers. 
 
This is not a complaint; it’s a recognition that I can do better to expand my viewership, and if you 
want to break into this market, you will have to dedicate yourself to doing the work.  While this is 
true in any of the areas I explore in this primer, it is especially true as a YouTuber.  That said, it 
also has some of the largest opportunities, and provides a critical service to other players.  The 
gameplay videos done by content creators do everything from exploring the length and breadth 



of the platform, often with tutorial videos on how to use certain weapon classes or where to 
mine, exploring interpersonal relationships between players, to serving as a news service. 
YouTubers also tend to review patch notes and version updates, as we need to be intimately 
familiar with the platform in order to maximize our value. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Be prepared for a lot of work… 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
As a content creator, you are largely filling the role of influencer on the platform; you build up the 
EU community as a whole as you provide entertainment, information, and commentary about 
issues important to players.  If you decide to go this route, understand that you will have to build 
trust with your followers, and continue to provide value over and above what the other 
professions listed in this primer do, often for free, as that is what makes you valuable to the 
platform in this capacity.  The content creation options in EU are endless, and largely 
unexplored; this primer is proof of that, as I have yet to find anyone else writing books about it. 
Will you write the next one? 

 
The Passive Money Makers 

 
EU comes packaged with two passive money makers that you can use to build your PED Flow, 
decrease the amount you deposit each month, and eventually withdraw from the game in a 
steady manner.  I speak of course of deeds.  Now, there are a few things I need to clear up 
before I get too deep into this part of the book, mostly because of my professional history, to wit: 
 
Deeds, and Crystal Palace Shares, are not, strictly speaking, an investment, nor are they a 
security.  They offer no equity, they represent no debt, and are in no way secure.  They operate 
similarly to a security in that you buy them much like you would over the counter securities on 
the open market, and you get a return based on the income of whichever planet partner is 
associated with the deed, but under no circumstances are you to consider deeds a safe vehicle. 
 
The following information does not constitute investment advice.  Under no circumstances is this 
meant to constitute a recommendation for or against the purchase of or use of deeds or in-game 
asset shares as a passive income source.  It is presented as factual information so that you the 
consumer can make an educated choice on whether or not the risk associated with deeds is 
worth your PED.  If you are looking for investment advice, please see a Registered Investment 
Advisor, if you are in the United States, or their equivalent in your home country. 
 
Okay, formalities out of the way, deeds.  Deeds can be bought or sold on the auction house (for 
the most part), and represent a right to a percentage of revenue generated by the specific 
planet partner asset that its associated with.  I’ll take a moment to outline the four available 
assets below: 



 
Calypso Land Deeds (CLD) 
 
Calypso Land Deeds were the first deeds ever presented by MindArk, and represent a share of 
the revenue generated by Planet Calypso.  As the oldest and most developed planet (and the 
default when you download the client), Calypso Land Deeds tend to have the highest revenue 
returns, and the highest market value; as of this writing, the most recent records show the 
returns per deed of approximately 10 PED per month, and a cost of 2000 PED on the Auction 
House.  Calypso Land Deeds fall into two categories, with only a minor difference between the 
two.  Due to the lack of understanding of this difference in a lot of players, it is unsurprising that 
they do not change the market value of the deed in question, even though one has an intrinsic 
worth higher than the other.  The demarcation is whether or not there is an “(X)” next to the 
name. 
 
Regular CLDs carry with them an added benefit that CLD(X)s don’t.  CLDs may be accumulated 
and presented to MindArk for in-game property in the form of housing plots located in various 
places around Calypso.  The size of the property you can trade CLDs for depends on the 
number of CLDs you offer up, and the Planet Calypso website has the information on what you 
need to do to make the trade.  Once you do, you can then put a house, planters, and other 
things on the property much like an apartment.  Some have used their property to put up 
shopkeeper pads, although the villages MindArk set aside for this purpose are largely 
abandoned, unfortunately. 
 
Once you trade your CLDs, they are exchanged for CLD(X)s.  That means that the stake in 
digital space the CLD once had has been redeemed and cannot be used again.  The CLD(X) 
still retains the financial interest in Calypso, thus they are worth keeping as an “investment” 
insofar as anything in a video game is; but it also means you have the deed to the land in the 
game. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The prestige alone is worth it to many, and you could always flip the 
property… 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
CLD land is different from Owned Land Areas in that they are strictly meant to represent digital 
homesteading; you will build your digital home on these plots of land, often resembling 
high-class neighborhoods or palacian districts, but you will not seed them with mobs or make an 
income off of them save if you use said property for farming fruit, which as we all know is of 
limited use.  That said, it doesn’t mean it’s not worth it; the prestige alone is worth it to many, 
and you could always flip the property, but keep in mind the risk involved. 
 
 



Arkadia Underground Deeds (AUDs) 
 
Following the success of Planet Calypso, Planet Arkaida leveraged their new 64 square 
kilometer zone called Arkadia Underground to finance expansion into Entropia Universe. 
Selling 200,000 deeds to raise a grand total of $1MM (translation: one million US dollars), AUDs 
appear to have become the most commonly traded deed in Entropia Universe.  Not only do they 
have a much lower barrier to entry than CLDs (70 PED as opposed to 2000 PED), but they are 
often offered up as prizes by BIG Industries and other in-game organizations that hold events 
across the platform. 
 
On top of this, the Arkadia Underground is a very active area and so the income from AUDs has 
become fairly stable, with an average daily return of 1 PEC (.01  PED or 0.1 US cents) per 
deed.  This means that they provide a predictable return each and every day, something that 
provides those that buy them off of the auction house peace of mind when they buy them.  Not 
only that, but their popularity and relatively stable auction price means that when a player is 
ready to sell, the likelihood that they will be able to liquidate the deeds is fairly high.  They’re 
also easy to use as a method of trade, as there are few, if any, players that are not interested in 
the passive income the AUDs provide. 
 
Arkadia Moon Deeds (AMDs) 
 
Planet Arkadia, having had a large success with their Underground Deeds, then produced the 
Arkadia Moon Deeds (AMDs) in an effort to repeat their last success.  As of this writing, they are 
available on the Webshop for $6 each, purchasable in bundles of 5, 10, and 20 deeds at a time. 
Unlike AUDs, AMDs did not have the resounding success that AUDs have had, and there are a 
few probable reasons for this, which I will outline below. 
 
First, AMDs are paying out, although as of this writing they are only paying out roughly weekly, 
and at 1 PEC per deed per payout; this makes them roughly 1/7th as valuable as the AUDs, 
despite their price point only being 1 USD different.  This means that they are an expensive 
option when compared to the alternatives.  Second, AMDs are not sellable or tradable at the 
time of this writing; MindArk and Planet Arkadia, in an effort to encourage new deed purchase, 
have restricted the trade of the deeds until all deeds have been bought.  On top of that, they 
have not released the numbers regarding the number of deeds they still have in their treasury. 
 
This means that AMDs are not tradable indefinitely; or more accurately they won’t be for the 
forseeable future.  As AUDs are a much more reliable source of in-game income, they will be 
the fallback for most players.  Now, there is evidence that AMDs may be used in the future for 
Apartment purchase or LA purchase much in the same way CLDs are (and if Planet Arkadia is 
smart, they will implement this), but this has not been officially announced on any platform. 
 
If you decide to buy AMDs, just be aware that it might be some time before you break even on 
them; that said, I personally believe that in the long run they will match the value of AUDs, so 



long as the platform continues to grow, and Planet Arkadia doesn’t give up on the Arkadia Moon 
project. 
 
Compet Deeds 
 
Compet deeds were MindArk’s big flop, and it has created an environment for players to be 
wary of future opportunities to use the platform as a pseudo-investment vehicle.  Compet was 
supposed to be a game attached to Entropia Universe using the pets that you can collect inside 
the game.  These pets ranged from the mundane kitty and rover, to the more bizarre yog.  The 
project was financed through the dissemination of deeds that represented a stake in the profits 
of the new game made. 
 
For whatever reason, the game ended up being cancelled in development, and now the deeds 
represent an asset that has no intrinsic value, but still somehow trades on the auction house. 
MindArk did offer to trade Compet Deeds for Arkadia Moon Deeds, but not everyone took 
advantage of it. 
The unintended consequence of Compet Deeds was that player confidence in MindArk deeds 
dropped significantly, thus when Planet Arkadia offered up the Moon Deeds for sale, players 
were highly skeptical of the opportunity, and thus there are still deeds on the webshop...and 
therefore the deeds remain untradable as of this writing. 
 
Crystal Palace Shares 
 
Unlike the heretofore mentioned passive income generators, Crystal Palace Shares operate 
differently than Deeds.  First, they are kept in a completely different section of the interface, pay 
out weekly, and represent a share of a location in game that already has a certain amount of 
success.  They also trade in a manner almost identical to the New York Stock Exchange, at 
least in effect (there is no trading floor filled with broker/dealers shouting for shares). 
 
Crystal Palace Deeds were an experiment that MindArk conducted with the previous owner of 
Crystal Palace to split the asset and allow the owner to offload it without waiting for a single 
buyer.  There are 500,000 shares outstanding and each share sold for 10 PED, making the 
value of the asset $500,000.  To say that the sale was a resounding success would be an 
understatement; the entire run of shares was sold out within days of the release. 
 
Mind Ark is still working on how to go about making the shares tradable; once they do, they will 
represent an interesting addition to the EU marketplace. 
 

Endless Potential 
 

Regardless of the path you choose, there is endless potential to building a business in EU that 
could lead you to making money in the game; some of which are easier, but have a front-end 



cost; others that are harder but have a lower or almost no cost.  One thing to keep in mind is 
that part of the barrier to starting a successful business in EU is that few if any people are 
trusting enough to operate a business in the same manner as a Corporation; you have to trust 
the people you hire, they have to trust you.  In a game that features the world’s most Libertarian 
economy,  That said, if you and a group of mates get together and work cooperatively, you can 
achieve great things on the platform. 


